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January 7, and a similar coincidence was noted by 
me in an observation of the aurora on December 20, 
1930. On January 7 last, Mr. Craig in northern 
Scotland noted conspicuous features between 19h. 
30m. and 19h. 45m., and a rapid decrease within a 
few minutes of the latter time, and it is worthy of 
note that another sharp fall of 14' in declination was 
recorded from 19h. 35m. to 19h. 45m., after which 
minor oscillations occurred. 

These observations seem to indicate that the aurora 
is chiefly manifest whilst a current of negatively 
charged ions is traversing the upper atmosphere in a 
direction with a south to north component. If the 
direction is north-east, the horizontal force would fall 
concurrently with the declination; whilst if it is north
west, the opposite condition would hold. It would be 
most useful if observers of the aurora would make 
careful note of the times when important changes 
take place, and especially of the time when the 
phenomena fade out. To get the time of actual com
mencement of a display is more difficult, as it will in 

general have been in progress for some time before 
being noticed. As the same disturbed region of the 
sun to which both the recent displays must be 
attributed will be on the central meridian on February 
26, and was at the time of writing (February 20) 
showing a spot just inside the eastern limb, there is 
a possibility of a recurrence of the phenomena after 
the 27 -day interval, on March 2, and it will be well 
worth while to keep a look-out on that evening, and 
on the preceding and following ones. It may be 
mentioned that the night sky was observed to be 
unusually bright with auroral light on February 6, 
23h.-24h., February 9, 21h., when clouds prevented 
further observation, and on February 10, 23h.-
24h., on all of which occasions moderate magnetic 
disturbances were in progress. 

Stonyhurst College Observatory, 
Near Blackburn. 
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Points from Foregoing Letters 

THE presence of traces of calcium, copper and zinc 
affects considerably the properties of surface films, 
and Dr. R. J. Myers and Prof. W. D. Harkins con
sider that the results of many previous experiments 
reported in the literature (apart from those carried 
out in strongly acid solutions) are likely to have 
been vitiated by such contamination. They advise 
future investigators to use quartz or very heavily 
paraffined glass troughs, and to make sure that all 
salts are exceedingly pure. 

Further experiments supporting the view that the 
oxidation of glucose to lactic acid can proceed in the 
chick embryo without the intermediate mechanism 
of phosphorylation are adduced by Dr. J. Needham 
and H. Lehmann. In this reaction, glutathione is 
necessary. The ordinary phosphorylation mechanism 
of carbohydrate breakdown operating in muscle 
through the intermediary of hexosediphosphate, is 
but of low activity in the chick embryo. 

Prof. H. Munro Fox and C. A. Wingfield have 
measured the oxygen consumption of isolated muscles 
of prawns from different latitudes to test the hypo
thesis that the greater oxygen requirements of 
English compared with arctic invertebrates, each at 
the temperature of their habitat, is due to a higher 
non-locomotory metabolism in the former. 

Diagrams showing the effect of ultra-centrifuging 
on the eggs of the horse round-worm are submitted 
by Dr. R. L. King and Prof. H. W. Beams. The 
authors connect the diminution observed in the size 
of the chromosomes with the suppression of cleavage 
walls, and postulate the presence in the cytoplasm 
of a 'diminisher' causing diminution of chromatin. 

Dr. Kenneth Smith describes the discovery of an 
air-borne plant virus. This is the first time a plant 
virus has been shown to spread in this way. 

Drs. H. P. Bayon and Ann Bishop report the 
cultivation in vitro of the protozoon Histomonas 
melagridis, from the liver of a diseased chicken show
ing symptoms similar to those occurring in turkeys 
suffering from 'blackhead'. This disease is generally 
attributed to Histomonas , but the parasite has not 

yet been found in the liver of turkeys nor has it 
hitherto been successfully cultivated in vitro. 

Relative cross-sections of 41 elements for gamma 
ray excitation by 2·4 m.e.v. neutrons have been 
determined by H. Aoki. The cross-sections plotted 
against the atomic number are distributed roughly 
on a smooth curve which rises with atomic number 
in the region of lower atomic number and probably 
descends again when the atomic number exceeds 
eighty. 

An apparatus for tracing the paths of electrons 
in electrostatic fields is described by Dr. D. Gabor. 
The tracing pencil is moved mechanically on a 
drawing board, according to indications derived from 
probe measurements in an electrolytic model. Special 
precautions are taken to avoid the error introduced 
by polarization phenomena. 

The unusual behaviour of certain petroleum 
lubricating oils on distillation is described by 
R. Lyth, who finds that the fractions first distilled 
have higher densities and refractive indices than the 
fractions that distil at higher temperatures. 

A difference in the magnetic moments of the violet 
and the blue forms of bispyridylcobaltous chloride 
has been found by E. D. P. Barksworth and Prof. 
S. Sugden, who indicate its relation to the symmetry 
of environment of the magnetic atom. 

A discussion of the correlation of the ground level 
and the second excited level of the molecule N 2+, 
Dr. R. K. Asundi and Prof. R. Samuel state, shows 
that an unpaired electron weakens a chemical bond 
even though it is in a non-premoted or bonding orbital. 
They consider this as a further experimental proof 
against the identification ofnon-premoted and bonding 
electrons, and therefore as an argument in favour of 
Heitler and London's pair-bond theory of valency. 

L. Havas finds that colchicin (the active principle 
of the autumn crocus) exerts at first a stimulating 
effect upon the rate of development of the roots and 
root-hairs of wheat seedlings, followed by inhibition. 
The effect of mistletoe preparations (with and without 
the active principle viscalbin), separately and in 
conjunction with colchicin, are described. 
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